
I am in a electronic supply shop with my cousin and stepfather. The latter is looking at an old video-camera and pulls out a screen included in the box as a present. As we try to tell him how old the model is I realize that it is actually a very cool armour with the screen embedded.

I am talking to a guy about playing tennis together. I then ask him if we should do seven sets for every match. He agrees and we decide to play three total matches. He then thinks of a place where to rent a court and come up with a cheap one but we would also need to play other sports. 

I am in the backseat of my parents' car sleeping when I hear my phone. There is actually a melody been played but with the voice of a friend in the background. It suddenly stops and I have to think of what he said but then understand that he won't be able to join me.

I get in a small store and ask for a book to learn an Italian dialect. I know they have it but the shop assistant is of no help. I then take an entire shelf with films and throw it down. As I put it back up I realize that many of the films are gone and a rock band is now selling them in the bathroom.   

I am at a reception of a Spanish friend in a very large wooden attic. I realize that the roof gets very high in the middle and I could have actually fit my photo panels as even the sides are higher than I am. I also consider the length and find out that it would have been too wide.

My son and I are on a bus going along a big river. It is taking too long and we decide to walk but it also takes long. We finally reach a village with a church that is actually a mosque and I stop to film it but some kids throws fireworks around us. We then fill our soda cans with water and go.

I am at attending an event with my boss giving prices to the leaders of another lab. As he is finished I go to him and he asks me if I know what to do next. I am hesitant but then tell him that I should write down everything the other lab wants from us. I say right.

I am driving and ask my Polish friend where to go. I actually know that I have to cross a bridge to the right and go up a mountain to the left but I have him to confirm on the map. It is actually well traced and very easy to do it.

I am home with my wife and she tells me that my old Chinese boss was just there visiting her. He actually saw the sign I have over my desk saying him to fuck off. He was not angry but wanted me to take a new position as a manager in his new company.

I am in the city and I let my kid go to the beach while I seat down to think. A homeless little boy starts asking my for the pear I am eating and I throw him a piece. I then worry about my kid and try to look for the beach but the boy still follows me and I throw him the rest of the pear.

My son is part of a procession and he is placed in the front carrying an old stick like a cross. He suddenly lets it down and disappears among a bigger crowd. We keep it still but then a guard catches him and brings him back to us.

I am walking back to a dormitory with the beautiful daughter of my old neighbour. In the hallway I see a small frog with her back legs twisted and I show it to her. She gets really excited and runs in the room to get her camera. She comes out naked and with a beautiful breast and I get excited.

I get to the office that I don't really want to work any more. My boss is about to go for a trip and he actually scolds me before he leaves. I have to do a work for him and set to do it on my computer.

I am working with a very hairy Turkish colleague and put on her fur hat as soon as she leaves. She comes back that she is actually with a beautiful blond colleague who just got changed in the bathroom. Her pants are so short that she has all her legs out and not a single hair.

I am walking in an ancient city with a friend and come to a dead end. We don't want to go back and start climbing a metal gate but there is a couple right on the opposite side dining. As we get down we realize that there is a passage where an old guard lives. He is going out and doesn't stop us.

I go to a small shop and look for some compact disks but they are too dusty. The owner is old and suggests me to try them. He actually has a younger assistant but he is busy doing a sculpture with bread dough. I then understand that he is an artisans and it was also the old man's profession.

I am looking at my sister's new profile and realize that she has the name of a French pirate. Her picture is also different and my American colleague starts offering her credits to change it. She finally accepts and he puts a mono skate going very fast down hill with her going up.

I am back in my parents' old place with the new Chinese owner. He is actually renting me the basement but will soon split the house with his relatives. I then take him upstairs and show him all the ancient furnitures that belonged to my family. There is only a few and mostly very modern.

I am taking a friend around the building where I work. We end up in the emergency staircase that is totally abbandon. I actually want to take him up on the roof where I once climbed down with my wife. It was dangerous but now there are some cables coming down from the door on the roof.

I am in the car with a black guy who is actually my sister's boyfriend. There is an English woman in the back seat and I explain her how my family is a mix of races. We actually arrive to a nice beach where the black guy lives and my son brings us an inflatable mattress where to lay down.

I am invited for lunch at my countryside neighbours but go to pick my family before I start eating. On the way back I realize that my wife has restored the old stable. As I look at the old farming equipment abandoned on the grass  my brother-in-law comes driving. They are also joining us.

A famous Polish artist is my guest and I am preparing some food for him but his doctor told him to sleep for a few hours. My old professor is also there and they go to sleep together. I then give the food to my kid but realize that there are some Chinese guests and I give it to them instead.

I am listening to a presenter reading through the text of an ancient Roman author. He describes different cities that he visited and come to a very beautiful one close to my native town. He tells how nice the bridges are and I am surprised to hear that there were already many churches.

We are waiting at a bay for a friend to come with a cruise and pick me up. My wife leaves me alone and I go further in the water as I realize that the cruise is too big to stop. A small boat passes making some small waves and I start to be afraid for bigger ones.

I am with my son going out of our hotel room to eat at the buffet. They have allot of Italian salami and I pick some slices. There are other Italians there but I go in front and squeeze a lemon on top. I then bring the slices to my kid even if they are very thick and the lemon is only on the first one.

I am with my wife checking a computer outside for a music video I had on-line. It is actually blocked and the name of the real author appears. I am surprised but our American colleague is there and tells us that he can pick it back from the trash feed. His girlfriend has also her works there.

I am with some boyscouts walking along a beach that we still don't have a place where to sleep. We finally meet our boss at a café and he tells us that he thought of a place for us. It is actually a nearby camping and it might be full but they might have a special free section just for Christians. 

I am walking with some friends and go through an abandoned house. There is a closet with a children's toys and I try to get as many as possible for my children. There are even clothes but as I look in another room for a bag I realize that the owner is there and the house is not abbandoned.

I am with a small crowd looking at a guy walking down the fence of a staircase. He actually forgot his phone upstairs and goes up again whispering the name of his daughter to assist him. She is actually close to me and I speak German to her but cannot understand her when she speaks back.

I am in the house of an American neighbour who is seating quietly in a chair reading. The ceiling are very high and there are allot of very ordered photos. Her kids' room is also very ordered and they both have a drawing of the same character on their bed but one is not as good as the other.

I am walking with some friends downtown approaching the business district. I then put the cover on my knife and decide to go to the consulate for a paper I have to sign. I need to bring it back within five days and start to calculate how many days I actually have with the weekend in between.

I am travelling with work to a mountain resort with allot of giant round guitars standing out of each cottage. We actually stop in one of them and get ready to go out again. My boss doesn't want to join us and suggests us to go either way to find a good place where to eat. 

I am with my kid and use the back exit of a store to go to a big supermarket. An old Spanish colleague is also there and invites us over for dinner. His wife can cook for us but he still needs to do some grocery and it might get very late for our kids.

I am taking a friend for a walk on a green hill and reach the summit. There is actually a gallery district on top and I recognize two of them. One is actually open and I show it to my friend from the outside when the bold owner of the other gallery suddenly appears. He is actually really friendly.

I get to school that my classmates are showing the new drawings I had to a storyboard. The teacher is happy and we seat all around the table to listen to him. As he tells us not to use the course book any more I ask him if we should only be creative. I am actually taking a picture of a dinosaur.

I am walking on a harbour and come to a bronze plaque with the saying of a dead man. I then start to write it down but feel that I have to pee and go to the toilette. I actually have a big hard on but my son is also there and I just pee very black because of a soda that I was drinking before.

I am walking with a friend home at night and pass by the villa of another friend. There are high bushes and we can't see through but hear a big explosion. It is actually him on the other side trying to throw some fire works. One almost hits my other friend.

I am at a restaurant with my old supervisor and we split in two groups. We take allot of food from the buffet and seat in two different rooms to brainstorm but our food finishes and we don't have any idea left. On our way out we see that my supervisor's group has still plenty of food and ideas.

We are going to a small island when our plane arrives but the airport is too small and it crashes. An hostess explains that the pilot got too much sun in his eyes. She also says that we will have to take another plane to a different part of the island but there we don't have an hotel reservation.   

I follow a woman up on a hill from where we have a great view of the city. She then takes me to look at another great view but it is now dark and she wants to descend down some wooden terraces. I am very scared but come to the bottom safely and realize that it is an installation by the king.

I am with another cop at night spying the factory where we are going to work. Another cop arrives and puts us other arrest. He then starts to interrogate my colleague and he tells him all his honours. The cop is impressed and offers him some fine chocolate but my colleague has some chips.  

I am showing a guy a map of Africa and ask him if he ever been to an archipelago connecting it to South America. He tells me that he has only been inland but didn't like it so much. The food was actually made of few local ingredients and didn't taste so good.

An old friend and I go out the metro that our names are announced. I then tell a guy working there that we have been found and go out the wrong exit. It is dark and my friend starts going on the mud from one clod to another but decides to go back. My shoes are waterproof and I go anyway.

I take my best friend to the airport and tell him to wait for me at a check-in. I actually want to trick him but he goes where a plane is departing and finds the right one. I then go in saying that it is actually a bank but he is too absorbed reading on his tablet and doesn't get my joke.

I am with two old persons telling me of their two grandsons. They manage to spend some time with their grandmother but not when their grandfather is around. I keep listening and look at the American flags printed on the plastic cloth. There are big slices of kiwis and I eat one with an orange. 

I am on a sailing boat that it is pitch dark outside. We are actually very north going along the Icelandic coast even if we cannot see anything. The captain doesn't want to stop either but I keep looking. We finally pass by a large wooden house that is lighten and I can see the vegetation around. 

I wake up in a camping site on the hills. It is very early but I will have a boxing match in the evening. My opponent is actually huge and I don't know how to fight him. I then start doing some gymnastic inside the changing room and see on the mirror that my chest is much stronger.

We get to my father's girlfriend new house in the forest. It is really nice and we go in to greet her but find that she only owns a room. She actually wants even us to have our own and asks the receptionists. He gives us the one right behind him at the bottom floor.

I drive my motocross back home that it is already late. Inside I notice a beggar crawling in the main entrance. He has a kid full with blood and I immediately lock the door. My colleague wants to call the cops but I go upstairs to see around the house if the beggar is still there. I don't see him.

I am driving on a big highway after a long journey but finally reach the intersection to a town where I should meet my parents. I drive in but realize that it is a big river and see my son on a raft with my stepfather. They are going too fast and I can barely approach them.

I am hanging clothes in the bedroom when I hear someone in the kitchen. I then go to look and find that my father is there. He has just being out with his racing bike and is wearing a professional outfit. I then realize that he wants to imitate my stepfather who is also into biking.

I am in a park in an American city after a party and get really upset of all the useful electronics discarded on the ground. I am actually with my grandfather and walk him home even if he doesn't like it either. We pass by a public bathroom and see a drug addict being removed from inside.

I am in an old city with two of my friends dressing like Arabs. There are some Chinese selling bracelets and they get two wooden one but a guy warns us that the cops are around. They then put them under their dresses around their necks and I realize that they are made of old golden pearls.

A follow a man in a public bathroom that it is all empty. I don't have to pee but he takes out a small toilette for me. I actually might have some pee to do but he put the toilette over a table. It is not connected to anything and the pee can go all out.

I am watching the first episode of a new TV series based on an old one. A pirate with fine clothes wakes up that he is wretched in an island. He stands up and realizes that his partner has also been wretched on a rock nearby. He goes to pick him up but the latter is already a skeleton.

I am seating on the roof of a building with a group of people. There is also a little girl and I look at her professional camera. It is very tiny but the actual lens seems big. It is actually telescopic and she makes it even bigger. I want to try it on my camera but I can't find it.

I am with my wife in the apartment and realize that my portfolio is out on the table. I even have my dreams presented there and I try to get rid of it before she finds it. I then put it in my bag for the time being but realize that I also have another portfolio there that I should get rid of.

I am in a small toilette with a man who should take me with an helicopter to the West coast of America. He then talks in a pipe pressing a hole corresponding to an airport. No one answers and I try but they tell me to write an e-mail. I then tell them that we don't have an internet connection.  

I am driving the car of a guy and going randomly on a plateau. I try to keep to the right and come to an old town. I then tell him of the ancient walls surrounding it and we start seeing them to the left. It is only a landslide and the actual wall is constructed with modern bricks.

We are walking on an old bridge and cross a group of homeless. Behind them is a drunk old lady who starts insulting my kid. She actually wants to hit him with a stick and all the other homeless turn around to help her. I then start running really fast and let my son first across an intersection.

 I am at the playground and see that a Chinese man is really sick. There a some people around him and they are really upset with him. I come closer and realize that he is throwing up and a little dead bird comes out. It accidentally got in his mouth.

I am driving a motorcycle with a girl behind but the brakes don't work really well. I actually come to her parents' place but she disappears before I leave to my parents. I then drive alone in the highway but get the wrong exit and turn around on a really nice country road.

I get out of the kitchen that is dark and find my American colleague working on the table. She stands up and I see that she only wearing her panties. I can actually see her vagina through them but she doesn't care and moves to her room.

I am walking with my wife and her friend when we reach a newly built house. I then call the name of an old lady and she comes out from the second floor that she is cleaning. She then let us in and shows the room she had prepared for her son who never visits her. I then ask her if I can use it.

I am in a modern building and approach the elevator. It is transparent and I can see it going up full with people including my Greek colleague. I press the button and it actually comes down without stopping. I then realize that it doesn't let people going out and decide not to get on it.

I seat on a long table close to a director who has just been with his studio to Australia. He tells me of the lunch the use to eat there in a restaurant serving fancy food. I tell him of the food I use to eat in China and an actual Chinese come. We then have to slide all the way to the end of the table.

I am with a scientist showing me a transparent jell he invented. As I touch it with my fingers inside a jar I propose him to invite artists to experiment with it. I actually make a skin out of it but he already invented it and talks to his wife through a glass in the architect studio where she works.

I am looking to an old soap opera starring an actor who will later be a great fascist dictator. I try to listen to his dialogues to hear if there is anything compromising but his language is very clean. His shaved head is also very handsome and I start to like him very much. 

I am in my old classroom and turn on my laptop that a lighting appears flashing on the screen. It is a warning for an upcoming thunderstorm but I take it easy and start looking on-line. There is a vignette associated with my project and I look on-line for older vignettes associated with my name.

I am in a basement and read on my laptop that our client is very upset that I use my working hours to help my wife.  I then go upstairs to talk to my colleagues and we try to share the notes of what we said in the last meeting. One of them has taken very good notes and we go through them.

I am walking in a smaller street down town and discover a new shop selling cheap humus. I then keep walking in a bigger road that everything is really empty. There is actually a middle age woman with a tight shirt coming out and I realize that we are still in the middle of the night.     

I am with my friends standing on a bus. We are actually surrounding two beautiful blond girls and force them to stay with us. One has a loose shirt and I can see all her tits but she doesn't mind. The other actually takes me to her apartment and we catch his father in underwear.

I am in a classroom competing with a girl and trying to push her down a pedestal. My best friend comes in that he actually lost. As I tell him that I won my previous two games the girl beats me. It was my last game but I still have more victories than my friend.

I am home at my place that is dark already when some friends arrives. It is actually an Italian guy I don't like but he brought me a present. There is another guy that brought me a present and I realize that he is another Italian guy I used to like.

I am attending a show in the theatre and keep right in front. I am actually responsible for the lighting and point it at the main actress. At the end of the show I look at her going to her car and realize that I also had a part in the play but just skipped it.

I am on a mountain with my parents ready to go back home. My Polish friend is also there and helps me to put our bikes on the car roof. He actually climbs up and I get ready to give him my bike but we only have elastic bands to secure it. He then goes down again and comes back with laces.

I am in a Nordic city driving with a friend by the river. As we comment on all the modern roads that they managed to build we pass a very old rail road going across. They didn't demolish that but only asphalted it and kept it as it was. We decide to keep on our road and don't turn on it.

I am in parents' old house and go up to the bathroom. There are drawings on the wall with cartoon characters I made with white board markers. I try to wipe them off with my sleeve but only the colours come out. It is actually a nice effect but I wipe too much and only the contours remains.

I am in a playground looking after my kid climbing a sculpture in the middle. My boss is there with some clients but comes talking to me about an e-mail he sent me. I actually haven't read it but promise to look at it. I then start to go home and meet my other colleagues playing basketball.

I am with a friend driving through a city in the Midwest. There is a midsummer celebration with different groups dancing in different circles. I think that they belong to different cities but then approach one that is made of soldiers. They are of German and we make fun of their short height.

I am in the living room and put on an old tape showing me with my stepfather and sister when we were young. We are also in the living room putting on an old tape that my stepfather's boss did. It is actually on my old camera and I am really impressed on how small the memory card is.

I am at a small restaurant and get a plain pancake. There are too many chiefs inside and I move outside to eat. One of them is actually chopping some unfrozen blueberries and the owner tells him to make them free of charge. She then instructs him to prepare five for each costumers.   

I take my son up a very long staircase to a public bathroom. On our way down he lets the used up roll of toilette paper fall and I don't bother to pick it. Two cleaners are actually below observing and I immediately pick the roll and place it in a box where they have their cleaning chemicals.

I am with my family at the zoo with peacocks walking freely around. There are even people biking and we see one of the peacock following a guy on a mountain bike. It actually punches the back wheel with its peak and I go there with my son to feel the air going out and laugh.

I am with attending a TV show and they call up my Norwegian colleague standing next to me. He is supposed to sing a melody saying the name of a girl. It starts with an A and I expect him to say the name of his Japanese girlfriend but he says the original one and she actually joins him.

A boy is told to punch three holes in a cardboard using his gun. He manages only at the second shot and goes to his brother to get approved. He actually wears a long black sweater he just found but it is too wet and have to twist all the sweat out. His brother approves but makes fun of him.  

I am in an old square with my stepfather when my mother comes telling us that my uncle has made peace with our enemy. I then follow my stepfather down a narrow street and we meet the later eating with his gang. He invites us to seat down and we actually get to be good friends.

We are in the car of an old American couple and they call me in front to show me a documentary on a tablet. I am actually more interested in the landscape of rocky canyons surrounding us. I then seat back again and stay in the middle seat but cannot see the top of a tall rock we are passing.

We are with my friends and walk to the bookshop of a museum. I leave my wife there looking for a book and continue to the exhibition looking for them. I get in a room with a robot playing football. It can actually play with me and I toss him the ball back but it starts playing with a necklace.

I am in a small public garden and see a blond woman checking her laptop up a staircase. She tells me that she is really old even though her skin is perfect. She actually comes down and wants me to lay on her but I go inside a bathroom where a friend just had sex with another old lady. 

I am with my stepfather's relatives eating in a small kitchen waiting for the pasta to cook. As it gets ready we rinse and seat on a small table to eat it. I feel happy and sing an old song along with my cousin. When we are done my aunt actually sings another part of the song I have never heard of.

I am in a dark studio working on the computer at a picture of a Swedish man I knew from China. He actually comes in with his wife to check our apartment but doesn't say hello. His son actually stops by and he is very tall. He also comes in the end and I forget to hide his picture on the screen.

I get in a camp ground with an older artist to exhibit. I inflate a round tent but it is for sleeping and I start to unpack another for the installation. It is only promotional materials and I tell the other artist that I will just do a projection. There are buildings around but I cannot do it on the walls.

I am running with an old friend down a small forest that is getting daylight. We are not so far from the city but he is much faster. I then make an effort before he reaches the gate and actually run very fast myself and manage to reach him.

I am with a man driving to his mountain village and telling us about all the debts taken by the politicians to build that road. As we get in he takes us to the church renovated by the mayor. It looks very modern outside but the inside is old. I film while he talks to the priest but the camera zooms.

I am walking through a parking lot with a friend and see a tent in the trash bin. We then walk to her car and she actually tells me that she needs a tent. We then go back but an homeless is looking inside the bin now. I take the tent and realize that he also wants it but he lets us go.

I am in a park and stop by a group of people preparing to do martial arts. They actually start singing and I join them even though I am not one of them. We then stand by a big closet with drawers coming out randomly. There are bandages inside but they close too fast.   

I am in a small dinner eating with my wife and order a whole chicken from a man at the meat desk. He actually keeps staring at us and I realize that I haven't told him how do I want it. I then tell him to slices it into thin stakes and hear from my wife that he is the father of our Polish friend.

I take some American friends out of my villa and say goodbye to them so that my wife can take our kid to the hospital. I then go back upstairs with an ice cream that one of them didn't it eat. It is melting and I give it to my mother. She is actually cleaning but eats it anyway right on the carpet.

I am in the class when the bell rings. I stand straight and let my old Southern teacher go out. I actually follow him and he tells me of all his marriages. I don't want to hear it and let him go but then regret to have suggested him to buy a device that can only project but can't be used as a phone. 


